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A corrigendum on

Detection algorithm for pigmented skin disease based on classifier-level

and feature-level fusion

by Wan, L., Ai, Z., Chen, J., Jiang, Q., Chen, H., Li, Q., Lu, Y., and Chen, L. (2022). Front. Public

Health 10:1034772. doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2022.1034772

In the published article, there was an error in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 6, Table 1, Table 3,

Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. There was an incorrect use of

the index “nv”, “mel”, “bcc”, “akiec”, “vasc” and “df” in the original article. The correct index

is shown in the “Index mapping” table. “Index” is the index used by the model, “Original

index” is the index of published papers, and “Correct index” is the correct index.

Corrections have been made to Detection algorithm for pigmented skin disease

based on classifier-level and feature-level fusion, “System architecture”, paragraph two and

paragraph three, “Image preprocessing module”, “Image preprocessing and augmentation”,

paragraph two and paragraph four, “Determination of the experimental parameters”, Test

results of a single classifier, paragraph five and paragraph seven. In these paragraphs, “akiec”

should be replaced with “nv”.

In the section, Image preprocessing module, “Dataset”, paragraph one, the

corresponding amounts of image data are 6,705, 1,113, 1,099, 514, 327, 142, and

115, respectively.

In the section, Image preprocessing module, “Image preprocessing and augmentation”,

paragraph five, any references to the “original index” should be replaced with “correct

index” data.

The authors apologize for these errors and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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Index mapping.

Index Original

index

Correct

index

0 nv akiec

1 mel bcc

2 bkl bkl

3 bcc df

4 akiec nv

5 vasc mel

6 df vasc
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